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UNITEDt STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 00LKETED

USNRC

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

13 AW -9 N1 :59

In the Matter of ) 0FFICE OF SEu
) Dat0CetTimes S[55-413

DUKE POWER COMPANY, et al. ) BRAMDI 50-414
'

)
(Catawba Nuclear Station ) August 5, 1983
Units 1 and 2) )

PALMETTO ALLIANCE ANSWER TO NRC STAFF AND APPLICANT'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTIONS 16, DES-19, AND 44.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 8 2.749, Palmetto Alliance hereby answers

opposing motions by the NRC Staff and Applicants for summary dis-

position of Palmetto Alliance Contention 16 and Palmetto Alliance

and Carolina Environmental Study Group's DES Contentions 19 and

44/18. Palmetto Alliance urges this Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board to deny these Motions For Summary Disposition on the ground

that there exist many substantial and material issues of fact af-

fecting the public health and safety and environmental impacts

of the operation of the Catawba Nuclear Station that cannot be

fully or adequately resolved except by live testimony and cross-

examination on the record in a public hearing. In support of this

answer Palmetto Alliance offers the following authority, discussion,

Statements, Affadavits; and asks this Board to consider deposition

testimony, answers to interrogatories, the Applicant's Application,

Environmental Report Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR), the NRC

Staff's Safety Evaluation Report (SER), Draft and Final Environmen-

tal Statements, and such other pleadings, documents, and matters of
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record as appropriate. Further, as supported by Affadavit of counsel

Palmetto Alliance asks that these Motions For Summary Disposition

be refused or that a continuance be ordered to permit the obtaining

of Affadavits as is more particulary described below, where facts

essential to justify opposition to these motions cannot now be pre-

sented by Affadavit.

Palmetto Allaince is informed that Carolina Environmental

Study Group, which party this Board has designated as lead party

with respect to Contention 44/18, intends to respond to the NRC

Staff and Applicant's Motions For Summary Disposition with respect

to this embrittlement contention. Palmotto Alliance horcin responds

specifically to those motions with regard to Palmetto Contention
16, reontding the nnfoty of rocoint and ntornco of npont nucionr

fuel from other Duke facilitics at the Catawba Station, and DES-19

regarding the deficiencies in the NRC staff evaluation of the environ-

mental impacts associated with this spent fuel storage proposal

by Duke Power Company.

In its seminal decision establishing the principles for con-

sideration of requests for summary judgement, which principles are

" appropriate for use in determining motions for summary disposition"
under the NRC Rules of Practice, Public Service Company of New

Hampshire, et. al (Seabrook Station, Units 1 and 2) , LBP-74-36,

7 AEC 877, 878 (1974), United States Supreme Court instructs that

the burden of proving the absence of any genuine issue to be heard

remains with the moving party:

Where the evidentiary matter in support of the motion
does not establish the absence of a genuine issue,
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summary judgement must be denied even if no op-
posing evidentiary matter is presented.

Addickes v. S.H. Kress and Co., 398 U.S. 144, 160 (1970).

And in weighing the evidentiary matter in support of the motion
,

j ....the inferences to be drawn from the underlying facts
j contained in (the moving party's) materials must be
j viewed in the light most favorable to the party op-

|
posing the motion.

Id., 398 U.S. at 158-159.

Palmetto Allaince urges that weighed in this scale submittals

by Applicants and the NRC staff fall far short of supporting the

extreme remedy of summary disposition.

In this proceeding on application for authority ot operate the

Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2, Applicants Duke Power
!

' Company et al., carry the ultimate burden of proof of entitlement
i

to such necessary licenses, 10 CFR S 2.732, as well as burden on

issues in controversy raised by other parties. Tennessee Valley
,

Authority (Hartsville Nuclear Plant) ALAB-463, 7 NRC 341, 356, 360

(1978). That burden upon Applicants on particular issues, such
,

as the consideration of alternatives under the National Environ-

mental Policy Act (NEPA) , may be triggered by an Intervenor

showing sufficient only to require reasonable minds to inquire

; further. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation v. NRDC, 435

!
U.S. 519, 554, 55 led. 2d. 460, 98 SCt. 1197 (1978).

i

A summary judgement is neither a method of avoiding
the necessity of proving one's case nor a clever;

i procedural gambit where a claimant can shift to
his adversary his burden of proof on one or more
issues (citation omitted) . . .the general rule in

!

i

e
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M's
this Commissiga#.,.is that the Othe Applicant or
the, proponent of an order.has the burden of

, proof' (citation 'omitted) ~. . .in 'this case, the*
, ,

,;' Applicants ,were also proponents. of . . . summary '','#''
*

disposition. -
" ' '

I +

f : \ ,r
,' Cleveland' Ele'ct'_ric 'Illuminatihb Company et.al". (Perry,Muclear

, . L. 6..R. - 4 4 3 , ts NRC 741,' 753 (197.7) .Power Plant, Units 1 And 2)' As
" , ,u, . , .', .

. Stated by the Licensing Bodrd coweideric3 motionFfor summary'

. -. .y

disposition in a spent fuel pool amen 4ttent'pwoceeding, also,

' '
j

*' * ?-~nn ga ,.

instructive on the number of substantive points bearing on Duke's
<, .-

mp gip * na f

cascade plan contentions before this Board; - N
- -n + . . %

.,|
,

% s. , +~
,. .

'. A' decision on, stunmary disposition can be a watershed'
.

,! g,inf t,he hi r;torysof4_ case.'If motions ara'too readily
,

-
s

granted, substantial' safety or envirofpSntal issues."'
qFJy he excluded *from'the serious intehtion they- v #; s s

s ,f s '. # de.;etve, and in some cases a nuclear poker plant- m
,

s'might be permitted to operate with a defect which-%s, y '

' 'W '

should haYe been remedied.'In such a case the -'
_c

"% N Commission, pay" fail to live up to its important .

4 ',. atratutory rpsponsibility to protect th9 public'
'

/ .,s
' safety and the environment >'Sce report af the' -- '-

^ .

' I A, ''j'22,.n, Pre siddt ' .1'

Commission on _ t hu_AcQ.tdent. at Yt
,

. - c. - ' . . ~ . .. ;_ThrcCM11e ~1sland , John _G ., K._e_.m.enyl__ C, hclirmdir. - -

(
__

~]'_1979) et. 7-9, Q1_., , A' ' * * *' .a 2<> ,

. _. . [ "V,.. [~ , , . . ,.
* *. ,

5-r .,s _ 1.BP 2'8, 15 NRC_-

. N ConsumerJ Power Co[4pany (Big Rock Point' Plant)
*

, c.,, f - e.' c' .

'~ ' 299 (1982).- " " . .'
. r

p ,. -; p_. - , .,
, ,,

or cbnside ation E c tho tho;remaisa(Og contentions^ ^ Nere l

h ~* 4;, r- ,,

of Palm,ptto Alliance. questioning Duke Jower Company's so-called. - 4 s ,

' #
a .

, whereby subsequent to the'
,

" cascade plan" . q . -- c' ,

%- } L

' '

safety and environmental apalysis performed by the Commission'
,

'

y- , - ~ .,

underlying the Construction Permit for the Catawba facility, ,

.,

Duke hec eDolved a plan fok the trans-shipping and storage a s

>M Np j 's J
s,

| of high< level radioactive . spent fuel fro. Pits c ther nuclear - -
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for the duration of the facilities operating license - will be

greatly expanded Spent Fuel Storage Facility at the Catawba

Station, application at pp. 12 and 13, the present capacity

of 1,418 assemblies in each of two pools. The Atomic Energy

Commission staff environmental safety reviews of the Catawba

Spent Fuel Storage Facility at the construction permit stage

of this proceeding was based on a facility with a capacity

of only 265 fuel assemblies. See, Boegli, Branagan and Serbu

affidavit support of staff summary disposition motion on Contention

19, p.5.

In its operating license application:: Duke Power Company

et. al. tells us only this:

" Applicants further requests such additional source,
special nuclear, and by-product material licenses
may be noccuunry or appropriate to the nequaltion,
construction, possession, and operation of a
licensed facilities and for authority to store
irradiated fuel from other Duke nuclear facilities.
At present, Duke has no specific plans to utilize
the storage alternative but, rather, considers
it prudent planning to have the storage at one of
the alternatives available."

Application for licenses at page 12.

Palmetto Alliance believes Duke Power Company's " cascade

plan" is unprecedented in scope, scale, and the seriousness

of the health, safety and environmental effects likely to be

born by the public living not simply in proximity to the

Catawby facility but to the Oconee and McGuire stations and

to the citizens of such communities as the City of Charlotte

North Carolina lying along the proposed trans shipment

routes, see April 2, 1982 letter Parker to Denton response

10.

-5-
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f In its December 9, 1981 Supplement Palmetto Alliance raised

five contentions regarding Applicants spent fuel transportation

and storage plans; Contentions 14, 15, 16, 17, and 38. This Board

rejected all of these Contentions except Contentions 15 and 16,

in part only. The Board deleted reference from Contention 15 to'

Catawba'as "an Away From Reactor ( AFR) " spent fuel storage

facility and admitted it ultimately as DES Contention 19; and
admitted Contention 16 after deleting reference to transportation

of spent fuel from other Duke facilities. The scope of Palmetto
Alliance and CESG's contentions regarding Duke's cascado plan

are thus limited to the safety and environmental impacts of
;

the storage of irradiated fuel assemblies from other Duke
!

Nuclear facilities. The Board has rejected any claims regarding

the safety or environmental impactu, including the evaluation

of need and potentialmitigating alternativeu, involved in the;

! actual transshipment scheme offected by Duke'u caueado plan.

In its April 2, 1982 letter by William O. Parker, Jr.

J
to !!arold R. Denton of the NRC, responding to questions by

Ms. Adensam of the Commission of March 8, 1982, Duke Power

Company explained its cascade plan:
f Assuming the use of a single element truck cask,

the maximum number of shipments per year would be
300 from each station. Shipments from Oconee would
be by truck. Shipments from McGuire would by by
truck and/or rail.

Id. et. 3a.

For three units at Oconec and two units at McGuire, thus, Duke's

-6-
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plan reflects either 1500 individual truck shipments and assemblics

per year (5 X 300) or 600 (2 X 300) .

In performing its draft environmental statement analysis the
NRC staff conducted an " environmental impact appraisal for

trans shipment of spent fuel from oconce and McGuire to Catawba

Nuclear Station ," Appendix G, premised on the planned 600

transshipments per year to Catawba.

In their September 22, 1982, Supplement raising Contentions

regarding the DES Palmetto Alliance and Carolina Environmental

Study Group particularized other original spent fuel plan

NEPA Contention number 15 as follows:

The " environmental impact appraisal" performed by
NRC staff, pp. G-1, G-2, and G-3 of the DES is
totally inadequate to provide a basis for agency
approval of licenses sought. The staff totally fails
to analyze or even annert the need for the
transshipment and storage of spent fuel from other
plants at Catawba, to evaluate either quantitatively
or qualitatively the " benefit" to be derived from
this action; grossly undcrostimate the environmental
costs and other impacts from the proposed action
such as the risks of plainly credible very severo
accidents in transshipment under conditions more
scvoro than described in Appendix B to 10 CFR
part 70 or involving defective casks which cannot
withstand those conditions; and, further, the
Staff totally fails to analyze or consider the
alternatives available for reducing or avoiding these
adverse effects such as onsite rod consolidation,
storage in dry casks, in dry wells beneath grade,
in concrete storage silos or in air-cooled vaults -
. alternatives which are casily available at lower total
cost.
" Preliminary assessment of alternative dry storage

methods for the storage of Commercial Spent Nuclear
Fuel" , DOE /ET/ 47929-1 (UC-A5) E.R. Johnson Associates
Inc. (November, 1981).

In the fact of intervonors claims and the staff " environmental
impact appraisal" Duke Power Company et. al. recasts its cascade

-7-
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plan significantly:

However, to clarify the situation, it.is Duke's
intention that any such shipments will be made
their environmental impacts will be encompassed
within the values contained in Table S-4 (10 CFR
part 51). Thus, if a decision is made to ship
spent fuel from Oconee or McGuire, or both
to Catawba, no more than 60 such shipments per
year will be made from each reactor, for a possible
maximum total of 300 shipments per year from both
Oconee and McGuire.

November 2, 1982 Letter Hal B. Tucker, Duke Power Company to
Ilarold R. Denton, NRC. e

Apparently on the basis of these representations, at least

in part, and a conviction that the Table S-4 evaluation of

impacts is to be viewed as conclusive of the issues, this

Board excluded all portions of intervenors spent fuel transshipment

contentions except what remains today as Palmetto Contention 15

and DES Contention 19. Apparently also on the same basis

the Staff withdrew its DES " environmental impact appraisal";

because no new environmental impacts introduced
,

j by the proposed transshipments and because the
environmental impacts of transporting spent fuel

| McGuire and Oconee have already been factored into
the licensing of those facilities, no environment'

impacts for spent fuel transportation have been
factored into the cost / benefit balancing for Catawba.

I FES, Appendix G, January 1983.
4

Palmetto Alliance Contention 16 now reads:

Applicants have not demonstrated their ability
to stcre irradiated fuel assemblies from other
Duke nuclear facilities so as to provide
reasonable assurance that those activities do
not endanger the health and safety of the public. ,

-8-
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Palmetto Alliance and Carolina Environmental Study
:

i Group joint Contention DES 19 reads: >

i Failure to evaluate the environmental costs of
operation of Catawba as a storage facility for
spent fuel from other Duke facilitics co'mpromises
the validity the favorable cost-benefit balance ,

;

struck at the construction permit phase of this ;
;

proceeding. Since the CP stage hearing, Duke Power |

; has considerably expanded the Catawba spent fuel
j poor capacity and provided for denser storage
' of irradiated fuel. Thus SAR Table 1.2.3-1.

Applicants intend to use Catawba for storage of
irradiated fuel from the McGuire and Oconee'

nuclear facilities of Duke Power Company. FSAR 9.1.2.4;
OLA Application, pp. 11-12.:

!

The " cascade plan" Duke Power Company et.al. represents a

radical recasting of the design and utilization of the Catawba'

b facility's spent fuel storage pools and the plans for management

of the highly radioactive irradiated fuel from Duke's nuclear
,

facilities.s

! . .

Reactor pools were designed to hold one and one;
third reactor cores. This allowed space for one
year's discharge of irradiated fuel (1/3 of a core)
plus space for one complete core (called full core
reserve or FCR) in case the reactor needed to be
emptied of fuel for reactor repairs. The design wasl

based on the assumption that fuel would cool for
i 1-ha.lf year and then be shipped to a reprocessing plant

or an off-site location. No more than 1-third of the
j reactor core would ever be in residence.

! Resnikoff, The Next Nuclear Gamble: Transportation and Storage of
' Nuclear Waste, p. 40,(1983)

At the construction permit stage of this proceeding the

Atomic Energy Commission Staff evaluated the safety and environmental

effects of the spent fuel storage pool capacity of 265 fuel assemblies

_9
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r presenting slightly more than one and 1/3 X the 193 assemblye

full core. The present capacity of each of the Catawba pools

has been increased by more than five times to 1418 assemblies.

Boegli, Branagan, and Serbu affidavit supporting'NRC Staff Motion

for Summary Disposition, p. 5.

In its 9/1/76 study, " Expanded Catawba heat Load on the Fucl

Pool" Duke models the ability of the existing spent fuel pool

cooling system under the following assumptions:

The addition of approximately 51 feet to each Catawba pool
and the use of 13h inch spacing will increase the storage
capacity from approximately 662 to 1412. With 64 assemblies
this will provide 22 batches of storage with 4 spare spaces.

Id. p. 5 of 30.

Thus, the actual as-built design, and proposed operating plan

for the Catawba facility contrasts strikingly with both the model

for thq referenco PWR reflected in Summary Tabic S-4, io. 60 out-

going assemblics por year por reactor to a fucl reprocessing plant,
See, Board Order Ruling of Spent Fuel Contentions of February 25,

1983, at p. 4, as well as the original design and operating plan

for the Catawba facility as reflected in the design considered at

L
the Construction Permit stage. It is the safety consequences and

1

environmental impacts of these changes upon which Palmetto

Contention 16 and DES ontention 19 are focused.

What are the safety consequences of expanding the capacity
t

of the Catawba spent fuel pools- by a factor of 5X or more (265

to 1418 fuel assemblies) , or by a factor of more than 2X (662 to

|
-10-j
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1418 fuel assemblics) without increasing the capacity of the
.

spent fuel pool cooling system to handle the increased heat

load? Wher evidence in the Big Rock Point Spont Fuel Proceeding

reflected that it would take "one month for all,the water above

the fuel to boil away, upon loss of cooling capacity, 15 NRC"

299 at 304, but boil off and exposure of fuel assembilies would

occur at Catawba only 72 hours after loss of cooling capacity, Singh

Nand Jabbour Affidavit supporting Staff otion for Summary Disposition

of Contention 16 at p. 7, has the reasonable assurance of safe

operation been compromised? Where up to 300 spent fuel shipments

per year will be received at Catawba requiring handling and storage,

but no procedures have been developed, nor staff hired or trained,

nor compliance with Commission guidelines for control and handling

of heavy loads boon demonstrated, sco Deposition and affidavit of

Tuckman and Singh and Jabbour at pp. 8-12, are there not significant
,

unmot burdens of proof yet upon Applicants requiring evidence

on a record at a hearing? Where this Board itself has noted "the

fact that the FES contains very little analysis of environmental
,

impacts associated with the spent fuel pool," February 25, 1983,

order at p. 9, can it be said with any confidence that the Commis-'

sion's NEPA obligations have been met with respect to Duke's spent

fuel storage proposal?

Affidavits presented by Applicants and Staff largely repeat

conclusions and factual assertions already disputed by-Palmetto

such as contained in the FSAR, SER or FES, and generally fail to

-11-
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"show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to

the matters stated therein. " 10 CFR 2.749 (b) . As to the significant

new natter such as the Staff's new detailed environmental analysis

and Applicnats' new description of cask and spent fucI handling
.

procedures, Palmetto socks a fair opportunity to obtain expert

analysis and counter affidavits if needed to meet such new matter.
Palmetto Alliance respectfully urges that the Motions for

;

Dis'

Summary sposition by Applicants and the NRC Staff be refused or

that Palmetto be permitted to obtain the assistance and affidavits
!
' of the experts as identified in the Affidavit of counsel appended

hereto.
,

t

4

|-
,

.

4
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PALMETTO ALLIANCE CONTENTION 16

.

,

t

Material _EactS_Ba_Ie_Wbisb_Ibere_In'

O_ Genuine _ Issue _Ie_E9_Usardq
:
I

l.
( .J

:)

1. The Licensing Board has not barred all consideration of,

I

. ; ', loss of on-site power.

Ii *

i ,l

2. The Applicants do not satisfy the " criticality" aspect

:! of GDC 62.
I

!!

3. GDC 62 is not inapplicable to the coolinD capacity
|||

aspect of Palmetto Contention 16..,
-i

.

I 4. In the event of an accident which renders the cooling

!

|i system inoperative, the stored spent fuel assemblies will not

f remain. covered for 72 hours.
!!

!
*

,

i 5. The Applicants spent fuel cooling system and cask

handling plans do not satisfy GDC 44 and 61 and GDC 62 and GDC
'

63.
.

i{

|s
-

1,

j 6. Under normal conditions the failure of one train will
'

t

[..

W.
e

l-;

|| *

|j
' '

_1_
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compromise the design temperature parameter.

7. Under abnormal conditions, consideration of the failure
.

of either train in appropriate. Abnormal randitions do not

constitute a " failure" within the meaning of the so called

" single failure criterion".

8. 72 hours is not sufficient time for the operation to

initiate corrective actions in recovering from beyond design

basis fault conditions. The 72 hours that it would take for the

fuel rods to be exposed is not a safe cushion or margin for error

because a) it is not long enough, and b) the boiling in the

pool during those 72 hours would cause dangerous release of

radioactive particulates into the air that would expose workers

to dangerous radiation doses.

,

9. Redundant manually initiated make-up sources cannot

provide virtually unlimited fuel pool make-up from the refueling

water storage tank (by means of gravity feed) and the ultimate

heat sink (The Nuclear Service Water System).

10. The spent fuel liner will likely rupture if the water in

the fuel pool reaches temperatures i r: excess of 150 degrees F.

11. The spent fuel liner plate will likely leak if the water

reaches 212 degrees F.

-g-
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12. The leaks resultinD from a failure in the liner plate

'
would be significant.

,

13. A cask drop accident and criticality is pgi an

impossibility.

14. It has not been demonstrated that the mechanical stops

will prevent the cask handling crane from traversing the spent

fuel pool.

15. The procedures described by Michael Tuckman in his

affidavit fail to natisfy GDC 61.

16. GDC 2 and 4 require consideration of cask drop accident.

17. The likelihood of aircraft crashes is significant and

their consideration is warranted.

18. Duke's cascade plan will result in significant increases

in heat load. See deposition testimony of Tuckman, Snow, Green

May 12, 1983.

1

19. The NRC Staff has not done sufficient independent i

!

analysis of the health and safety siDnificance of Duke's cascade

plan.

-3-
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20. It has not been adequately demonstrated that a neutron

multiplication factor of less than or equal to,0.95 is adequate

to provide sufficient margin to preclude criticality in fuel

pools. .

21. The NRC Staff did not perform any direct calculations of

the reactivity of the Catawba spent fuel storage arrangement

within the racks. Instead, the Staff only made comparisons to

the designs of the spent fuel storage racks in other plants.

This comparison is not an adequate substitute for direct

analysis.

22. The fuel storaDe arrangement at Catawba is not adequate

to maintain K/eff below 0.95 in the event of a fuel assembly being

dropped across the spent fuel racks. The design is not adequate

to maintain acceptable margin to criticality.

23. .The margin to criticality for the Catawba spent fuel

pool has not been accurately measured; and this margin has been

reduced to an unacceptable level by Duke power Company's proposed

cascade plan.

24. The dominant characteristics of Oconee and McGuire spent

fuels with respect to evaluating their impact on criticality in

-4-
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the Catawba spent fuel pool are 1) The U-235 enrichment, and

2) their number and geometric arrangement.

.

25. The Applicants analysis has not adequately demonstrated

that criticality will remain below 0.95 for any configuration of
fuel storage in the Catawba pool that would involve fuel from

McGuire ar.d Oconee.

26. It has not been demonstrated that the two fuel pool

cooling trains are completely redundant since it is not clear
whether the trains share the same piping system, in which case a

single failure in the piping system could disable both cooling

trains.

27. The estimate that the maximum increase in heat load due ,

to the proposed storage of non-Catawba fuel will be 2% is
.

! misleadinD and inaccurate.
!

28. It has not been demonstrated that, under normal

}
conditions, a single cooling train can keep the water temperature

below 125 degrees F. or that both trains can keep a mix of

Oconee, McGuire and Catawba fuel under 140 degrees F.

| 29. Assuming a maximum heat load, it has not been

demonstrated that the Applicants SFPCS (two trains) can keep the
,

|

1
water temperature below 150 degrees F.

1

f

-5-
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30. The operation of sources providing "make-up water" has

not been sufficiently described so as to demonstrate that these

source can prevent pool water boil-off or exposure of the fuel

rods.
t

i

I

| 31. The system piping does not ensure that failure of any

pipeline cannot drain the spent fuel pool below the water level,

I

required for radiation shielding..

| 32. The NRC Staff has not adequately demonstrated the
9

adequacy of their two-phase plan for ensurinD the safe control for

' heavy loads at nuclear power plants.
.f

33. Since the mechanical stops that the Applicants and

Staff contend will be placed to prevent the cask handling crane

f form traversing the spent fuel pool have not been installed a
ls
| genuine issue remains.
l'

I!
t -;

34. The large increase in the number of spent fuel casks

being handled under the Applicants proposed plan increases the

likelihood of mishandling and/or cask drop accidents since
r
'

Applicants have no experience with such a steady inflow and

( outflow of spent fuel casks.

,
35. , The large increase in the number of spent fuel casks

,

-h=
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being handled under the Applicants proposed plan and the

increased likelihood of mishandling, cask drop accidents, and-

.

.)
'

pool water boil-off means that the Applicants'are not assuring

i| that doses to workers are as low as reasonable achievable.
.

36. There is no reasonable assuranco that the storage,

cooling, and handling of irradiated fuel assemblies from Oconee

't

i; and McGuire at Catawba will be accomplished in a manner that

does not endanger the health and safety of the public.

ARGUMENT
.

'

The most fundamental point with regard to the handling,

! cooling, and storage of spent fuel at Catawba is that Duke's

so-called cascade plan antails significant safety consequences.

{| The plan represents a legal as well as technical change in the

design of the Catawba facility. Major changes in the plans for'

spent fuel handling, cooling and storage have been made since the

construction permit was granted. The exact nature of those

changes has itself been uncertain, witness Duke Power Company's

vague, open-ended application for storing non-Catawba fuel.

Duke's original application did not specify whether

-7-
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additional fuel assemblies beyond those from McGuire and Oconee

would be stored at Catawba (See Duke Power Company's Response to

Elinor G. Adamson's letter of March 8, 1982). .In April Duke

projected a maximum of 300 shipments per year per station to the

Catawba station (Duke response to Adamson letter). While some

months later Duke reflected that no more than 60 transshipments

per year will be made from each reactor for a maximum total of

300 shipments per year from both Oconee and McGuire together.

(See November 2, 1982 letter from Hal Tucker to H. Denton.) As

noted earlier, the Duke cascade plan represents a massive

increase in the number of fuel assemblies to be stored, although

it is unclear whether the increase is a five-fold increase or
somewhat less than a thrne-fold increane. And although the

Applicants like to refer to the connequent increane in the heat
load an an " alleged" increase, in depositions three company

witnesses acknowledged the obvious fact that the heat load will

1

increase. What this means is that the plan

calls for Duke Power Company to increase the number of casks they

must ship and handle from 60 to 300 (as well as requiring that

Duke not only take casks out of the fuel pool for shipment

but also receive loaded casks for storage) and cool an expanded

inventory and heat load. The importance of the change in Duke's

----------

1. palmetto Alliance has been unable to procure a transcript of
these documents--the Applicants have refused to make copies
available--and hence cannot cite a page number.

-g-
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plans is made clear by the deposition testimony of Duke experts

Messrs. Tuckman, Green and Snow, who reflect that the cascade
.

plan will require hiring of new personnel and ' extra training.

(See deposition testimony of Messrs. Tuckman, Green ana Snow, May

12, 1983.) The response of Duke and the NRC Staff to these

significant changes made after the issuance of the construction

permit has been clearly inadequate. The Applicants efforts are*

s

clearly insufficient to Justify their conclusion that no basic

changes in the cooling system are called for and that the plan

has virtually no impact on safe handling of fuel casks. Many

areas of uncertainty, which Intervenors elaborate on below,

remain. Neither the Staff nor the Applicants have succeeded in

meeting their burden for summary disposition.

palmetto Alliance is content to address the issues raised

by contention 16 in the Order preferred by the Applicants.

Hence, what follows will be a consideration of the Applicants

objections to 1) what the Applicants call the " cooling capability

aspect" of contention 1G, 2) that part of the contention;

relating to potential cask drop accidents and fuel handling

accidents and 3) the potential for aircraft crashes threatening

the public health and safety.

Before dealing with the specific, technical concerns

raised with respect to cooling capability, Intervenors are

compelled to correct two gross misconceptions of Palmetto

_g_
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Alliance's thesis. First, as the Applicants understand, palmetto

Alliance contends that the probabilty that the water in the
f|

Catawba spent fuel pool will reach danDerous temperatures that
,

could result in ruptures in the pool liner plate, pool water

leakage, or boil-off, is increased because of the fact that
.

design modifications at Catawba that have more than doubled (or
.I

i qu>ntupled according to Staf f) the number of fuel assemblies to

'I be stored (thereby dramatically increasing the heat load). As

palmetto Alliance reflected in its May 27, 1983 Further

Supplementary Responses at p.25,
,

in other words, the cooling trains and other
structures, systems, and components important to safety
were designed to operate with respect to a much lower,

heat load than the subsequent modifications that the
''

Cascade plan called for. If the safety related systems
were designed so as to prevent water temperature in the
pool from reachinD dangerous levels when the pool
contained a maximum of 662 fuel assemblies, then
expanding the pool to hold 1418 assemblies
significantly increases the heat load and reduces the
margin for error.

;

..

e

At p. 6 of their Motion for Summary Disposition on Contention 16,

the Applicants cavalierly dismiss this important concern by

asserting that " comparisons between past and present designs

! (i.e., reduced margin of error allegations) are irrelevant."

This assertion is made without any statutory or Judicial;

authority. The Applicants characteri:e the Boards Order of

March 5, 1982 ruling that "the desi Dn description set forth in
,

the construction phase pSAR is not an issue in this case,"

- 10 -
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I

(Applicants Motion at p.6). Whether this has anything to do with

the appropriateness of " reduced margin of error allegations" is
,

t

! an open question. In any case, an examinatidn of pages 19 and 20

of the Board's March 5 Order dces not reveal any mention of the

PSAR. Furthermore, it seems clear that this reduced margin of-

error (and nothing in the Applicants Motion persuades Palmetto

Alliance that this margin has not been reduced) is--at the very
I

least--sufficient to require reasonable minds to inquire further
,

!
! regarding the safety of spent fuel handling and cooling at

Catawba (Vermont Yankee 435 US 519, at 486).
,

i

i

,

Second, the Applicants contend, incredibily, that Palmetto

Alliance's concerns are unrelated to the presence of Oconee or
i

McQuire spent fuel at Catawba, but is rather a " general" spent

fuel contention. This little ruse seems to Do like this:i

1
I palmetto Alliance and CESG have contended that there is no

fundamental difference between Catawba spent fuel and
.
t,

' Oconee/McQuire spent fuel such that one results in a greater heat

load than the other (Intervenors June 6, 1983 Responses to

Applicants Follow-up Interrogatories on DES Contentions 11, 17
1

j 'and 19 at page 7). Therefore, since our contention refers only to

.!
! the. expanded heat load occasioned by Oconee/McQuire's spent fuel
,!

at Catawba and not to any distinctive feature of Oconee/McQuire

spent fuel, then Palmetto Alliance's concern is unrelated to

1
' the presence of Oconee/McQuire spent fuel at Catawba (which, of

course, is the subject of the contention). This sort of

I

- 11 -
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gamesmanship is untirely inappropriate to these

h 8
proceedir.gs. The Staff has also attempted to down-play the8

significance of Duke's cascade plan. On page 6 of their,

I
| j affidavits Messrs. SinDh and Jabbour contend that "the maximum

increase in heat load due to storage of non-Catawba fuel is

estimated to be less than 2%." Messrs. Singh and Jabbour reflect

I an understanding that the subject of palmetto's contention is the
i

Applicants proposal to receive and store up to 300 spent fuel

assemblies per year from the Oconee and McGuire facilities in the
,

.

Catawba fuel pools (see Applicant's Mot ion, Singh/Jabbour Affidavii
!
I

point 4, p.2).

I,

!
I Given this understanding palmetto can only assume that

the above-quoted statement is msant to represent that more than

| doubling the number of spent fuel assemblies as called for in
!

Applicants' plan will cause 2% rise in the heat load. We contend

that this is a false and misleading statement desiDned to portray

the Applicants' plan as bearing no real safety significance. The

facts belie such an interpretation. The Applicants and the Staff
,
1

| have failed to demonstrate the adequacy of the Catawba spent fuel
.i4

I coolinD system (CSFCS). Most of the Applicants' and Staffs'
f'

efforts are directed toward evaluating the CSFCS under " normal

----------

2. This is only one instance of what Intervenors believe to be a
pattern of disrespect and abuse of the discovery and hearing
process. See attached Motion for Sanctions.

I

,l '
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conditions" (see especially Staff Affidavit of A. Singh and K.

Jabbour pp. 5-6). Normal conditions is understood to refer to'

Catawba fuel only (with one-third core with full irradiation

and 7-day decay, one full core of open spaces and the remainder

of the pool filled with fully irradiated fuel from the previous

yearly refuelings). But this is not relevant to Contention 16,

which explicitly questions Applicants ability to safely store

fuel assemblies "from other Duke nuclear facilities". In

requesting a license to receive and store up to 300 shipments of

spent fuel per year the Applicants have, in effect, asked

permission to operate under " abnormal conditions". Yet the

Applicants contend that under " abnormal conditions,"

consideration of the failure of either train is inappropriate

because it violates the single failure criterion (see Applicants

Motion at p. 8).

palmetto contends that since abnormal conditions, as

defined by the Applicants and Staff, are the subject of this

.

contention, which has been admitted by the Board, then a
(

consideration of the failure of one or both cooling trains is'

required. The single failure criterion cannot include

consideration of operating conditions requested by Duke as a

failure that eliminates considerations of the adequacy of the

CSFC 5 under Duke's revised plan. In addition, the assertion

that assuming the unlikely loss of both trains of the spent fuel

i pool cooling system and assuming no make-up water is supplied"

'13 --
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analysis showed that there are at least
120 hours before all the water in the pool
would evaporate and it will take 72 hours
before the fuel assemblies are uncovered.
This affords ample time under any foreseeable
conditions to initiate make-up water
replacement to maintain the water level in
the pool"

See NRC Staff Motion, Affadavit of A. Singh and K. Jabbour, point
11 at p. 7.

To begin with, the above statement is misleading in so far

as it implies that the difference between 72 hours (the point at

which the fuel assemblies are uncovered) and 120 hours (the point

at which all water is drained out of the pool) provides an extra

margin of safety. Not long after the fuel rods are exposed they

will bDein to malt and firo in likely to bngin moon aftwr. Cvun

more importantly, the calculation that in just 72 hours the rods

; would be exposed is a telling one. In the Big Rock Point

licensing case, expert testimony offered by David P. Blanchard on

i behalf of the Applicants, Consumers Power Company, reflected that

in the case of a "TMI-2 type accident," where cooling equipment

|

j fails, the boiling rate in the Big Rock spent fuel pool "would be

2 gallons per minute, thereby requiring on month for all the

| water above the fuel to boil away" (See Consumers Power Co. (Big

Rock point Plant) 15 NRC 299, at 304 (1982).

Whereas it would take 30 days to expose the fuel rods at Big

Rock, it would take Just 3 days at Catawba. It seems

reasonable to surmise that more than doublinD the inventory of

- 14 -
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!

the fuel assemblies might explain some of this difference. At

the very least the Applicants have not eliminated dispute over

'

the adequacy of the CSFCS.

palmetto Alliance further contends that the Applicants have

not demonstrated that 72 hours is sufficient to initiate make-up>

water replacement to maintain the water level in the pool. This

e

is so because: 1) it is not clear that the cooling trains are

completely redundant since the Applicant and Staff provide no

assurance that the cooling trains do not share a single piping

system, and 2) the Applicants have not provided sufficient

information regarding the make-up water systems that Applicants

contend "can provide virtually unlimited fuel pool make-up" not

described at all (see Applicants Motion, Snow affidavit

point 8 at p. 3). The Applicants cite a " discussion" in section

9.1.3.1.4 that allegedly explains how the KF system prevents a

reduction in fuel storage coolant inventory that contains no

description of the system and how it works. palmetto Alliance

draws the Board's attention to the Licensing Board's ruling in

the Big Rock point case where the judges noted that'

Despite the lack of specific documentation
for these concerns, they are genuine issue.>

Although Applicant and Staff decided that a
make-up water system should be employed,
neither have described the system in
sufficient detail to provide assurance
that it will work when called on.

- 15 -
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q
; With respect to Palmetto Alliance's concern regarding

..

mishandling spent fuel casks as a result of the massivelyi

i

'I increased volume of cask handling incidents required under Duke

j Power's cascade plan, the Applicants in their Motion make serious

$ errors of omission and commission. While it is true that "in
.

essence palmetto Alliance alleges that GDC 61 has not been met'
4

1
because written procedures do not exist with respect to fuel'

handling regarding the inadvertant removal of spent fuel cask

! lids" (Applicants Motion at p. 12), Intervenors also noted that

| deposition testimony reflected that a 17 foot long cask described
in the FSAR Cask Drop Accident figure would protrude some two

feet above the shielding water in the cask handling pit where the
,

cask lid is to be removed. This problem clearly raises serious

|

|
questions about the Applicants' ability to meat the GDC 61's

j requirement for " suitable shielding for radiation protection;"
I

f a problem made more serious in light of the Applicant's confusion
l regarding lid removal procedures during the May 12, 1983'

depostions (See footnote to Tuckman Affidavit at p.7).
i
i
i

l
' Furthermore, the Applicants' response to Intervenors'
l

I allegations with respect to fuel handling procedures are wholly

inadequate. It is the Applicants which have the burden of

}
showing the absence of a genuine issue as to any material fact

1

* - 16 -
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(Oddisken_xt_StUt_BCess_&_GeeeaDy 398 u.s. 144 {l97e}.

) GlEYEleDd_E12GIC12_eDd_IllM01DeliDg_ Ggt _gi_al { Perry Nuclear

Power Plant, Units 1 and 2) ALAB-443, 6 NRC 741 {l977}) But,

instead of providing such a showing, the Applicants lay principal,

stress on their commitment. to meet NRC requirements

.

; "concerninD the safe handling of heavy loads, including measures
4

j dealing with safe load paths, procedures, operator training and

crane inspections, testing, and maintenance." The Applicants go

on to say that " Palmetto Alliance has failed to state why it

believes Applicants will be unable to promu1 Date acceptable
.

procedures." It seems clear that the Applicants are using the-

|

summary disposition process in a manner prohibited by controlling'

i
'

law. Invoking the Circuit Court ruling in Walteg_Stgigg_yu
i

Dibblg, 429 F2D 598,601(9th Cir. 1970), the Appeal Board in

EECCMt_5MDCc stated that a " summary judgement is neither a

i method of avoiding the necessity of proving one's case nor a

clever procedural gambit whereby a claimant can shift to his
,

I
adversary his burden of proof on one or more issues."

l
!
! Applicants seem to claim that it is incumbent upon the
|

IDiCCYED9CS to establish why the Applicants will not meet

I their commitments. Having failed to write specific procedures
,

for dealing with spent fuel casks that would enabic Intervonors

to digest and thoroughly review " genuine issues of material-

|
fact," the Applicants shift to the Intervenor the burden of

evaluating the credibility of their commitment to write such

,

17 --
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procedures. Even if this were a proper burden, and it is not,

the Board, at the insistence of the Applicants, has disallowed

attempts by the Intervenor to show that Duke Pcwer Company's poor

track record (contention 7) and lack of the sufficient hands-on

experience (contention 8) provide no reasonable assurance that

the facility can be operated without endangering the public

health and safety.

Even without access to written procedures which Palmetto
i

Alliance can evaluate we believe that genuine issues with regard

to cask and fuel handling have been raised. It is equally important.

however, that it be understood that it is entirely inappropriate

to place on the Intervenors the burden of demonstrating the

Applicants' lack of gommitmeDt especially when Boardt,

decisions preclude likely avenues for such an effort. What is at

issue here is not commitments but genuine issues of material

fact.

It seems clear that the fact Duke Power Company has liti
o

: experience handling the large number of casks called for by the

cascade plan and that they have yet to provide written procedures ,

for how they intend to deal with this unique plan is sufficient

to cause " reasonable minds to inquire further" and to require
i

that the motion for summary disposition be rejected.

While Mr. Tuckman is in his affidavit contends that

-- 1A -
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applicants are "already familiar" with the procedures that will

be used at Catawba and that " applicants have had considerable

experience in unloading and storinD Oconee speht fuel at the

McGuire plant" (Applicant Motiion, Affidavit of Michael Tuckman,

point 3, at p. 2.), the fact is that the Duke cascade plan is a

unique proposal that requires a volume and type of cask handling

that Duke has no experience with. Whereas the cascade plan calls

for 300 shipments per year Duke has, to date, shipped less than

30 casks from the Oconee plant to the McGuire plant for storage

as of April 23, 1983. It is erroneous to suggest that this

experience, let alone the experience in " transferring Oconee

spent fuel from one spent fuel pool to another during reracking

activities" (Id. ), is sufficient to remove any uncertainty about

Duke's abililty to safely handle and store spent fuel --

especially when no written procedures to implement this unique

cascade plan exist.

'The confusion on the part of Mr. Tuckman regarding cask

lid removal (Applicants Motion, Tuckman Affidavit, point 16, at

p. 7.), far from removing an issue of material fact, buttresses

intervenors claims that significant issues remain with respect to

cask handlilng. With no written procedures and vague plans that

are only made explicit in reponse to specific alegations on

questions by Palmetto Alliance, it is impossible to confidently

assert that no genuine issues arise with respect to the
= i

implementation of a new and unigue spent fuel shipment, handling, ;

|
.

- 19 -
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and storage plan.
+ ,.

Palmetto Alliance contends that the Applicant's have not only

failed to remove cask handling as an issue to be litigated but

have so far failed to 1.) articulate implementation policies and
,

procedures that reflect "every reasonable effort to maintain
radiation exposures, and releases of radioactive materials in
effluents to ur, restricted areask as low as reasonably achievable"

(10 CFR 20.1) or 2.) provide reasonable assurance that storing

irradiated fuel assemblies from other Duke Nuclear facilities can
be done without endangering the health and safety of the public.

Specifically with reDard to cask-drop accidents we deny the

applicant claim that such an accident is physically impossible

and seeking to offer expert analysis and opinion un this point

(See attached Guild affidavit)

Taken together, the Applicants and the Staff offer three

basic reasons for disregarding palmetton concern about the

.
potential for external threats such as aircraft crashes to the
Catawba spent fuel pool and the exacerbation of public health andf

i

safety concerns due to the expansion of the Catawba pool to'

accomodate Oconee and McGuire fuel 1) the Board's rulings bar

palmetto from raisinD the matter 2) aircraft crashes are not

|
encompassed by GDC 2 or 4 as Intervenors allege, and 3) the

| FSAR and SER evaluations of aircraft crashes shows that there is
1

- 20 -
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I

no significant risk of such a crash. Intervenors dispute all

4 ! three of these claims.
I
'

.

' |
r

i First, the Staff and Applicants interpret the Boards

rejection of DES-16 as barring all consideration of at ' raft.

:

!{ crashes, but the Board's December 1, 1982 ruling rejects a
!

I contention based on aircraft hazards as untimely which says
,

f
'

f little about the admissability of aircraft crash hazards as
i

i evidence in another contention. Further the Staff's argument

! that "only matters arising as a direct consequence of the
1

i proposal to store Oconee and McGuire spent fuel at Catawba are
i

I'

; within the scope of contention 16, and that external threats such
i

as from aircraft are clearly outside that scope" (staff Motion at

p. 4) is surely defiecient. By this logic, to take an example,
,

,
one would find that whether or not a small movie theater

.

! contained 10 persons or 1,000 persons was irrelevant to the
i

j health and safety of those persons in the event of a fire, since

i!
the number of movie-goers does not increase or decrease the'8

j probability of fire. Fire codes that provide for maximum
,

t

capaciteis in public buiildings recognize the folly of this logic*
'

and so should the NRC. When the amount of highly radioactive

!
potentially dangerous, fuel assembklies is more than double at a

spot where there are three airports within 13 miles this has'

clear significance for the public health and safety.

Second, palmetto Alliance takes issue with the
!.

- 21 -
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Applicants assertion that GDC 2 and GDC 4 do net require

consideration of aircraft crashes. GDC 4 is especially clear in
!
I '

j its requirement that
i

structures, systems, and components shall
be appropriately protected against dynamic

,

effects, includinD the effects of missles,
I pipe whipping, and discharging fluids, that

may result from equipment failures and'

from events and conditions outside the'

nuclear power unit.

See 10 CFR, Appendix B, Criterion 4.

Interestingly the Staff does not contend that GDC 2 and GDC 4 do

i

not encompass aircraft crashes.

1

1
i

} Finally, Palmetto Alliance asserts that neither the

Applicants FSAR nor the Staff's SER adequately satisfies
:
1

; significant concerns regarding aircraft crashes. The FSAR shows

|
that 3 airports are within the vicinity of the Catawba Station.<

Two of these airports--the Rock Hill Airport and Douglas
it

j j Airport--will account for over 3,275 flights per year in the

i
vicinity of the Catawba station (FSAR Section 2.2.2.5 and

2.2.3.1.3). It appears that one of the runways at Douglas;
%

'

~! Airport implies a flight path directly over the site and neither
I

i the FSAR (Section 2.2.2.5) nor the SER (Section 7.2.3.1.3)
l

[ addresses the problem of morning fog, acknowledged to be a

problem at the site that is exacerbated by the Catawba Stat ion's
,
,

| releases of waste heat and water vapor (as documented by the

I

} staff, see DES 5-6).Further, without detailed documentation it is

I

- e2 -
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difficult to fully evaluate the adequacy of the probability

? calculation performed by staff and applicants that indicates

that the probability of an aircraft crash is'10-7. Further, as

the Licensing Board in the Big Rock Point case recognized, the

probability calculation is not the beginning and the end of the

.
1ssue. In the Big Rock Point case on analysis found that the

risk of accident resulting from a military training route was
i

i less than one in a hundred million and yet the Board found the
i

analysis as not being beyond geniune dispute due to a variety of

facts and circumstances not dealt with by the analysis. Palmetto

|
believes an ananalogous situation exist with respect to

i

{ Contention 16 in this proceeding.
t

I
!

For all of the foregoing reasons Palmetto requests that the

Board reject Applicant and Staffs Motion for Summary Dispositioin

; on Contention 16.

i

'

I

i

i

t

1
i

'l
,
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DES CONTENTION 19

MATERIAL FACTS AS TO WHICH THERE IS A GENUINE ISSUE

TO BE HEARD
,

1. In admitting DES Contention 19, the Licensing Board stated,

"(T)he Board underatnads in admitting it that the primary focus

of DES 19 would be on the environmental effects of routine releases

from such transhipped fuel during normal operations at Catawba.

Although the contention literally extends to environmental effects

of severe accidents, there would be no reason to consider such

effects unless it were first shown that severe accidents are

credible in the spent fuel pool design for Catawba." Memorandum

and Order, february 25, 1983, at p. 9.

2. In the DES and FES, the Staff failed.to adequately analyze

the environmental costs attributable to the storage of spent fuel

including spent fuel from Oconee and McGuire.

3. Tables D.1 and D.4 of the FES do not adequately include releas

es from spent fuel from Catawba and the spent fuel expected to be

stored at Catawba from Oconee and McGuire.

4. In the FES the Staff failed to adequately demonstrate that

releases of radioactive materials from fuel stored in the Catawba

spent fuel storage facility (SF0F) Will be small fractions of the

total releases from normal operations of the entire facility.

5. Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that dose commitments

to a maximally exposed individual and to the population from oper-

-1-
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ating Catawba, provided in Tables D.6, D.7, D.8 of the FES,
,

included exposure to releases from the storage at Catawba of

spent fuel from Catawba, Oconee, and McGuire. ,

6. Staff failed to adequately evaluate estimates of doses to

workers from normal handling of spent fuel casks from Oconee and

McGuire'at Section 5.9.3.1.2 of the FES.

7. The Staff erroneously estimates doses to individual c1 embers

of the public and to the general population fromexposure to effluents

fromthe SFSF to be very small fractions of the estimated dose and
,

.
exposure to all effluents.

!
8. The Staff erroneously estimated doses to individual members of'

the public and to the general population from exposure to all

offluents from the facility to be a very small fractions of the
! annual doses from exposure to background radiation.

9. The Staff has failed to demonatrate that storage of spent fuel
i from Oconce and McGuire which is at least five years out of corej

| does not alter the calculation of. routine relcasos from the SFSF.
10. The Staff failed to adequately review the mechanisms by which

volatile and non-volatile radioactive materials are released into
the spent fuel pool water.

11. The Staff has failed to demonstrate that after five years

storage there is little contamination of the SFSF from material

on the surface of spent fuel assemblies.

12. The Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that after five

-2-
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years out of core the contribution of radioactive materials due

to defects on fuel cladding would be undetectable.

13. Staff has failed to demonstrate that with respect to volatile

fission products after four to six months out of' core there is no

signifiicant release of volatile fission products from fuel

assemblies.

15. The Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that the only

significant noble gas nuclide attributable to long term fuel assembly:'

storage would be Kr-85 which is at undetectable concentrations,

in the plant effluent after two years out of core.
i

16. The Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that the proposal

for storage of Oconee and McGuire fuel in the SFSF does not result

in significant amounts of radioactive materials being routinely
transferred to pool water.

17. The Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that there is

essentially no liquid releases from the SFSF, since it is a closed

recirculation treatment system.

18. The Staff has failed to demonstrate that disposal of solid waste

from the hSF is accounted for by the generic values in Table S-3,

10 CFR 51,20.

19. The Staff has failed to demonstrate that Oconee and McGuire

fuel storage would not release significant amounts of radioactive

materials, to demonstrate that the solid waste generated by such

storage would increase by six cubic feet per year per unit, but

such waste introduces no environmental impact not otherwise

-3-
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I

considered in the FES.

f
'

20. The staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that there
1

would be no measurable releases of noble gases in the plant effluent.

21. The staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that the

maximum routine release of Krypton-85 would be less than 1 curie

per year.

22. The staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that based on

t this one curie / year per unit estimate for Krypton-85 that the

i
j total body and skin of a maximally exposed individual would be leos
i

| than .1 millirem / year.

I l
23. The staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that the

! total body dose to the estimated within a fifteen mile radius of
i

j Catawba due to normal operations of the SFSF, assuming the Mcguire
!

i and Oconee fuel assemblies are stored there is less than .1 man-

rem /yr.

24. The staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that normal

operations of the SFSF including the storage of Oconee and McGuire
,

1

fuel, will not have a significant impact on exposures off-site,

j 25. Staff has failed to demonstrate adequately that the Oconee

and McGuire fuel assemblies tobe stored at Catawba would not sig-

!- nificantly contribute to the contamination of the Catawba SFSF

|
pool water or to occupational doses.t

, 26. Staff has failed to adequately domonstrate that normal fuel
!

handling operations in the fuel handling building will result

in an average total body dose of about 1.5 person-rems per year per

unit.
!
:
1

-4-
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27. Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that additional |

|

handling of additional spent fuel of Oconee and McGuire will |

result in a total body dose to workers of 0.029 person-rom per

spent fuel shipment, or 8.7 person-rem per year for the maximum

number of shipments proposed--300.

28. Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate that the total

yearly occupational dose attrinutable to all anticipated fuel
handling operations is a small fraction of the total occupational
dose for the Catawba facility.

29. Staff h;s failed to adequately demonstrate that the environmental

impact of storing spent fuel at Catawba has been fully evaluated,

including the operation of Catawba SFSF as a storage facility

for spent fuel from Oconee and McGuire.

30. Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate their conclusions

that: a) the releases of radioactive material from fuel stored
at Catawba, including fuel f"om Oconce and McGuire are estimated

to be very small fractions of the total releases from normal

operations at Catawba; b) the Catawba effluent treatment systems

as now designed and built are capable of controlling effluent
released including releases from storage, spent fuel from Oconce

and McGuire to meet the dose design objectives of Appendix I, to

10 CFR 50; c) The dosage to individual members of the public and

members of the general population exposed to effluents from fuels

stored at Catawba are very small fractions of the annual doses

from background radiation; d) Occupational doses to spent fuel

handling and storage operations, including handling and storage

of Epent fuel received from McGuire are a small fraction of the

-5-
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total worker dose for the Catawba facility; e) As a result

of proposed operation of the Catawba SFSF has been fully

evaluated to receipt and storage of Oconec and McGuire spent

fuel, and found to have a small impact on the environment,
j

31. Staff has failed to adequately demonstrate,that the five-

year-old spent fuel stored at Catawba (from Oconee and McGuire)

will not cause any detrimental environmental impact because the

Catawba spent fuel pool has been designed to prevent the escapei

of the more radioactive Catawba spent fuel.

| 32. A p p l i c a n t's w i t n e s s A . L . Snow fails to adequately demonstrate

that the storage of spent fuel at Catawba including Oconee and

i McGuire spent fuel will have an insignificant impact on the en-
I

! vironment.
,

,

I

:
P

l
1

.

|
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ARGUMENT

.

.\

| Intervenors assert that neither the Applicants nor the

Staff's Motions for Summary Disposition should be granted. The
+

| NRC Staff does not meet its evidentiary burden with respect to
! !

| the existence of material facts and the Applicant's Motion not only

fails to shoulder this burden but reveals an abuse of the summary

Judgement process.

i
'

i The Applicants make their case for summary JudDement on,

I

} three grounds: 1) the Intervenors' concern with severe accidents

is beyond the scope of the contention admitted by the Board; 2)

' Intervenors' " admission" that there is no difference between

Catawba and Oconee/McGuire spent fuel is somehow fatal to

Contention 19, and 3) the DES /FES conclusion that the "...

i -contribution of the spent fuel pool (from Catawba spent fuel,

aus well as Oconee and McGuire spent fuel contributions) to

the routine release is insignificant." (Motion at p.9).
j

With respect to the first charge, the Applicants simply (and' '

seemingly deliberately) misread the Board's understanding of the

'
contention. As noted by the Applicants tha Board reflected that

-7-
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The Board understands in admitting it
that the primary focus of DES-19 would,

,

j be in the environmental effects of routine.

; releases from such transshipped fuel-
' during normal operations at Catawba.'

Although the contention literally extends
,

to environmental effects of severe accidents,
,

j there would be no reason to consider such
effect uniggs it were first shown that

- I severe accidents are credible in the
!j spent fuel pool designed for Catawba. Cemphasis added]
! =

Quoted by Applicants p. 1 Motion, from Memorandum and Order of
February 25, 1983 at p. 8. Somehow the

.

Applicants interpret this to mean that the accidents are "beyond
|

|; the scope of the admitted contention" and that the Intervenors
i
i concerns expressed in interrogatory responses are unrelated to

I
; the incremental environmental impact associated with routine
,

'
t releases from Oconee and McGuire opent fuel stored at Catawba"
,

(Applicants Motion at p. 4). But the Board's statement is a

| EODditioDgl statement. Accident scenarios gtg within
i4

'| the scope of DES-19 as long as credible-accident scenarios are
i

raised. Contrary to the NRC Staffs allegation that Intervenors

| have made no attempt to demonstrate that such accidents in thei

Catawba spent fuel pool are credible, palmetto Alliance has to

i
this point raised a number of accident scenarios made more likely

by the massive increase in the amount of spent fuel to be handled'

and stored at the Catawba facility including: improper removal of

- the cask lid, improper handling of casks and the criticality

I risks of a cask dropping into the spent fuel pool, the rapid
;

increases in pool water temperature in the event of cooling train'
,

i

failures on loss of onsite/offsite power, and external threat to
4

,

"

-8-
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the spent fuel poal such as aircraft crashes. palmetto Alliance

' plans to offer expert testimony to further demonstrate that these
i

scenarios are credible. But Intervenors cannot do so if the
i

Board grants the Applicants' and Staffs' Motions for Summary
!

Disposition. Neither the staff's nor the applicants' affiants

address the sub ect of accidents. Granting these Motions on theJ

basis of the Applicants' peculiar interpretation of the Boards
|

conditional statement with respect to accident scenarios and

DES-19 would be inappropriate.

i

The Applicants,second charge is a bit of gamesmanship that

should not be allowed by this Board. Intervenors in response to

numerous and repetitive interrogatories, consistently stated that

our contention with regard to Duke's cascada plan was ngt

that there were some unique properties of Oconee/McGuire spent

fuel that raised dangers. Rather, we stated the obvious that the

otiniu of the fuel mattered only because Duke had specified
,

that it was shipments from Oconee/McGuire that (at the very

least) would more than double (or quintuple) the amount of spent

fuel handled and stored at Catawba.

;

i
Instead of squarely addressing the issue of this expanded

inventory and heat load and despite the fact that Duke's own Heat

Load Study documents a much higher heat load in the Catawba pool,

the Applicants refer to the " alleged" increased heat load, and

'

arrogantly attempt some slight of hand.

_9
_
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It was Duke power Company which created the so-called

cascade plan that called for the storage of Catawba, Oconee, and

McGuire spent fuel. Palmetto Alliance made clear that its

concerns related to the increased inventory and heat load this

plan represented CSee appended Motion for Sanctions.] In this

context Intervenors were asked if we contended that the DES /FES

failed to evaluate the storage of Catawba spent fuel. We replied

"No," attempting once again to be clear that our c.oncern related

to the expanded pool design that would handle Oconee and McGuire

and Catawba spent fuel. The Applicants then seize on this

response to deny--in the face of Palmetto's explicit responses to

interrogatorien--that Intervenors havo rained a concern at all.

...if the Catawba spent fuel pools could be filled
with spent fuel from Catawba only (which spent fuel
.Intervenors acknowledge is no different from Oconee and
McGuire spent fuel) then, Intervenors' concern with the
Catawba spent fuel pools being filled up with Oconee
and McGuire spent fuel must be viewed as being
enveloped by the environmental evaluation of the

storage of Catawba spent fuel. In this regard,

Intervenors have stated that they do not contest the
environmental evaluation conducted on the storage of
Catawba spent fuel: therefore, nothing remains to be
litigated. Applicants Motion at p. 6.

As we note in the accompanying Motion for Sanctions this

level of gamesmanship should not be allowed in these proceedings.

-10-
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Beyond efforts to narrowly and unreasonably construe

palmetto responses and contentions (effort which The Board warned

applicants about in their December 22, 1982 Memorandum and Order,

See attached Motion for Sanctions) the Applicants Motion for

Summary Disposition on this contention offers no substantive

reason why summary Judgement should be granted. Rather than

addressing the validity of the DES /FES " evaluation" of the

environmental effects of the cascade plan the applicants offer no

new information or analysis and merely repeat their position that

the FES conclusion is correct. The insubstantial basis for this

conclusion is apparent inasmuch as the applicants aver that "the

FES does not contain voluminous reference to this matter does not

render its treatment deficient" (Applicant Motion at p. 8).

In this instance the Applicants characteri=ation is basically

!
correct, although incomplete. Not only is the FES "not

voluminous" but it is clearly defecient. The Staf f's " evaluation"

in the FES largely consists of conclusions that offer no real

analysis or suppor' ing documentation (see p. 9-12 and 9-13 of thec

FES) and extensive citations to general NRC documents such as

NUREG 0575 that are not evaluations of what is at issue in this
contention--the environmental effects of Duke's spent fuel

handling and storage plan as amended by the cascade plan. (See

pp 9-7 and 9-8 of FES).

perhaps the most telling evidence of the inadequacy of the

-11-
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FES .is the exhaustive nature of the NRC Staff's affidavits of
Messrs. Branagan, Serbu, and Boegli. The affiants hold forth for

16 pages explaining, expanding on, and supplementing the original

FES evaluation. Now on the face of it this rather voluminous

defense is suspect in such bald assertions as

There are estimated to be essentially no liquid

releases for the SFSF since it is a closed
recirculation and treatment system. Therefore,

radioactive materials in liquid effluents calculated
for the FES and the SER for Catawba Unit Nos. I and 2
did not include SFSF releases and the proposal to store
fuel assemblies from McGuire and Oconee would not

! change this conclusion.

Affidavit of J. S. Boegli, E. Branagan, and J. Serbu at p. 9.'

The supplementary nature of the affidavits entitles Palmetto
.

Alliance some reasonable opportunity to retain an expert in

these matters to review the Branagan, Serbu, and Boegli affidavit

(See attached affidavit of Robert Guild). But further, and

holding the legitimacy of the NRC Staff affidavit in abeyance,

providing evidence and analysis that should have been provided

within the FES in affidavit form as a device to have contentions
summarily disposed of is clearly inappropiate to a fair

,>
licensing process. Ultimately, the DES /FES is modified by any

[ final decisions of this Board, but to allow the DES /FES to be
j

bootstrapped by post hoc analysis at the summary disposition

h stage is an abuse of the summary disposition procedure and the

locensing process itself. If the Staff wishes to acknowledge the

deficiency of the DES /FES then the information provided byg

-12-
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I

Messrs. Branagan, Serbu, and Boegli should be published as a

|
supplement to the FES and circulated for public comment.

-
3

6

As the Board considers whether or not the Applicants have

established that there are no genuine issues of material fact,

I with regard to Contention 19 Intervenors urge the Board to
,

!

consider not only the specific points raised above (that we'

!
j believe show that Applicants and Staff have not met their
I

I evidentiary burden) but also a more accurate characterization of

spent fuel technology than that presented by the Applicants and

i Staff. The summary of spent fuel technology made by the NRC and
i

I cited by the applicants provides an extremely unstable mooring
|

for claims about the "insi Dnificance of spent fuel storage for
;

the public health and safety." The passage of the FES (taken'

I from NUREG/0575) cited by the Applicant sayo thata
I

"

The storage of spent fuel in water pools
,

is a well established technoloDy, and
| under the static conditions of storage
,

j represents a low environmental impact
and low potential risk to the health
and safety for the public. It makes

k little difference whether spent fuel is
stored at a nuclear power plant or in
an independent away-from-reactor facil-

}
ity designed for this purpose. This
conclusion is based on existing water

,j

! pool storage technology

Applicants Motion at p. 7.

First of all, any fair reading of the history of spent fuel
'

storage reveals a pattern of successive, post hoc, limited
'

i

| responses to an increasingly severe problem. Far from a

|
t

i
i

-13-'
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"well-established technology," the storage of spent fuel in

reactor pools was an option " chosen" by default. Originally
i

l
i designed for temporary storaDe of a limited number of fuel

i
j assemblies prior to reprocessing, long term storage in spent

i
j fuel pools is a hastily conceived technology being stretched to,

and perhaps beyond, its limits. The United States Congress was

I

; sufficiently concerned with this "well established technology" to
i

note that "a national problem has been created by the,

'l
"

! accumulation of spent nuclear fuels from nuclear reactors . . .

(Nuclear Waste policy Act of 1982, Section 111).>

Secondly, the above passage claims only that there is low

environmental impact and low potential risk to the public health

i
' and safety "under static conditionu". Clearly, conditions are

anything but static, especially with Duke's proposed cascade plan

in the offing. The Board has prevented Intervenors from
'
,

| addressing some of the more important dynamic and unstable
.,;

f aspects of spent fuel storage, such as highway transportation of

I
i fuel casks. But within the scope of contention 19 Intervenors

have raised serious issues of fact with respect to the Applicants

ability to safely handle and store the expanded inventory

proposed under Duke's cascade plan. This fact is not changed by'

[ misrepresenting an infant and troubled technology as

"well-established" or by dissolving the entire process of spent*

fuel storage into fuel rods sitting under water.,

Finally, a more accurate appreciation of spent fuel storage

i technology demands not only recognition of serious environmental

I
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I

and safety risks but also brings attention to the seriousness of

accident consequences. There is very little disagreement that

i
i the affect of an accident in or near a spent , fuel pool could be
i

| enttgmely serious. Consequently, we urge the Board to note

| the Appeal Board's decision in the North Anna case to the,

!

effect that with respect to specific issues where the burden is
i

| one of persuasion, the magnitude of the burden upon a litigant who

i
shoulders the burden in the first instance should be influenced

1

by the gravity of the matter in controversy. (See Mitginig
t

Electric and_p wgr Cgmngny (North Anna Power Station ALAB 256, 1g
.

NRC 10, 17, n.18.)) We again urge that Applicants' and Staffs
i

Motions for Summary Disposition be denied and that Intervenors

attached Motion for Sanctions be granted.

t
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